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4 JÜ0.0Ü0 people f r 100 days fr in
New York Paper Shows Im- rye used in the manuf acture of whi key
Sucv.esíul
mense Waste in Makin one vear, 56,000,000 people coul i be
Tiié A iay rneen'ng at K.mnd Tcp
ing Dril k
100 days with food prod- supplied
Sunday was a suci e.s in everyway.
ucs made from corn that n jw annually la.t
Tne Sunday school was attended by
The New York Tribune of March 4 goes into whiskey and bee . And tbe-Following this
is authority for the following figures: food products would to a great extent m ie than a hundred.
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r. Fa. man and Wehh.
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beer laat year:
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4,000,000 people could have been sup, M E. Cüurch, pieai heu a stirring
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supplied with corn meal for 100 days.
eil f o sever i c
having
f.e
Alter
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have
could
10,000,000 people
away
parsed
Dee
Mrs.
Jot.n
miiiths,
ihan
aiiu
uaI oi die po.le
supplied with rice for 100 days.
v ountainair
of
hume
northwest
her
at
building.
a u g,L in the
people could have been
100,000,000
Funeral
morning.
Monday
services
a.ejuni. of ihc vV.ni out doors, jii.-nOn
supplied with 18 pounds of rice each.
Monday
home
the
conducted
at
ware
ws sp tdU .ii ui.. ouia i g. beats
100,000,000 people could have been
Moun
the
being
in
interment
Wt.tf leilkA'ed, a tal'paUi.li spieud
supplied with one gallon of molasses eening,
Cemetery. In the absence of a tne floor, and on this snowy linen aiiu
ainair
each.
pastor, P. A. Speckmann read the rit- the dinner. The least proved the fac
208,200,000 loaves of bread could have
ual.
that chat vicinuv has a numoei- - oi goot
been made from the rye.
Eva Wheeler was born in Iowa in the cooks.
Tribune says:
Go. .

n.-m-- ru

yo.
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Continuing, the
1859. She came to Mountainair in
"What are the distillers in the year
1908. Here she married John
United States turning into spirits every April,
Dee
on
October 14, 1908, who mourns
million bushels of
year? Thirty-twher death, together with three brothers
corn, 3,000,000 bushels of rye and
bushels of wheat, oats and h"re, John, Ed, and William Wheeler,
in Oklahoma and
other grains used in poorer products of one brother and sister
distillation. And what are the breweis one sister in Texas. A large number of
accompanied the
of the United States turning into beer neighbors and friends
every year? Ten mi lion bushels of bdy to the cemetery, showing the high
corn, 37,500,000 bushels of barley and esteem in which she was held.
12,000,000 bushels of rice. A total of
Pet Coyotes
about 109,000,000 bushels of grain a
and
whibky
beer
that
goes
into
year
could go into food.
Mr. and Mis. Jim Payne have a lot
"Something like 2,745,000 gallons of of pets in the shape of young coyotes
distilled Bpirits are used for scientific at their ranch home south of town.
purposes and 84,000,000 gallons fcr W. L. Houry, Mrs. Payne's brother,
denaturation purposes. But we still found the den while riding after cattle.
have left for whisky about 98,00O,0jO They went to the den and began digging,
gallons besides the 1,8G0,000,C0J gals, thinking they would unearth both
Of course other
of beer.
and the young, but lound only
than grain enter into the whisky nine little fellows, the mother being
and beer. For instance, about 116,000,-00- 0
at the time.
gallons of molasses were used in
t ie whisky and rum and about 60,000,-- 0
Accident near Scholle
)0 pounds of hops were used in the
b.;er, and many other materials were
Word was received here the first of
employed in the manufacture of beverages, the making of which occupies so the week of the death near Scholle of
G. A. Pohl on last Sunday. While drivmuch of the capital and energy of the
ing the railroad motor car from Sais tu
people of the United States.
"But instead of gulping down all Scholle, Mr. Pohl in rounding a curve
these products with an unquenchable failed to see the helper engine coming,
enthirst, suppose we turn the 100,000,000 and before he realized the fact the
hurlbody
His
gine
him.
was
upon
was
bushels of grain and the millions oí
ed
cf the engine ttr;king the
clear
gallons of molasses and the millions of
wall
the cut. When the body
rock
of
pounds of hops into palatable and
nutritious foodstuffs. Think of the was picked up, one limb and arm were
cjrn griddle cakes and the johnny-cake- s found fractured. Death was instantaneand the corn muffins with the ous.
Mr. Pohl conducted a store at Scholle
g)lden drip syrup! Think of the bai-l;- y
cakes! Think of the rye bread and was also in the employ of the railwith coffee and the rye bread sand- road, having been to Sais on business
wiches
with cheese between the for the company. He leaves a family at
s'iees! Think of the other things to Scholle to mourn his departure.
eat in these days of hunger! . . . .
loaves
of
T.iree hundred
Baptist Services
bread can be made from a barrel of
rye flour. Now it takes four and a
There will be preaching at the Blip
half bushels of rye to make a banel tist Church next Sunday morning ano
Thereof rye flour of 196 pounds.
evening by Rev. Mr. Williams of Es
fore out of the rye used in making tancia. Baptist Sunday School at 10
whisky in 1916, 694,000 barrels of rye o'clock in the morning.
Everybody
fliur could have been produced and cordially invited.
out of these barrels of rye flour 208,
Conference Saturday, May 5th, at
200,000
loaves of rye bread
7:30 p. m. All members are earnestly
CJuld have been made enough to keep
requested to be present at the confert ie entire population of the city of ence.
Njw
with bread, allowloaf to each person a day,
ing
Undertaking firm
f. r 100 days. But that is only the rye
med in whisky. How about the other
C. T. French of Albuquerqu;, was in
g. ains which are used in far greater
M nintainair
Saturday and Sunday,
quantities in the manufacture of whisky
on pruf.sioi.l
business.
While
and beer?
here he arranged a deal with Mrs. J.
"New there is corn.
Thirty two
A. Beal, who is a licensed tmbalmer,
m'llion bushels of corn were used last
and together they have purchased the
year in the manufacture of whisky
undertaking goods of Clem Shaffer and
and 10,000,000 bushels of corn were
will carry a line of such goods in the
used in making beer, that is a total
future. Mrs. Beal will be in charge of
of 42,000,000 bushels of coin that went
the work. She will be able to supply
into drink for a thirsty people for 12
any goods in this line needed, on short
months. It isn't a case of a tempernotice, through the connection with the
ance lecture or whether it is right to
Albuquerque house.
drink or not. The facts are hero.
Somebody is drinking 42,000,000 bushels
Postmaster Beal has moved from the
of corn a year. This corn is raised in postoffice to his residence, vacated by
the United States. It could be utilized Dr. Buer, who has moved to the Han-Ioin drink productions or food productions.
place just south of town.
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After the fragments (but there weu
hardly twelve basketsful left) weu

i

portrait

.Mario G. Mcnopal, president of Cub i, who is
U
liaising
S actively with the allies.
over the Virchi tsui.ids at Fredertcksport, St. Croix. Ü German soldier, captured by the
Jrench, wounded nml dazed by gun lire. 4 Theodore Dront of New Orleans, youngest meruler of the federal slilp- board which is planning the construction of 1,000 wooden ships.

New

a Start;

r.ud Strip--

the plans outlined by the council of
national defense. The work done and
being done by that body of patriotic
men Is revealed as most comprehensive and complete, and when it is
known in its entirety will astonish the
people of America.
in American Waters?
Are there any German
In
.American waters? Berlin says "not

NEWS REVIEW

gathered up, the seats were again placWEEK
ed in position and another song service
started. And how they did sing! Following came the experience meeting ant
War Councils With Leaders of the
it proved an experience, especially to
Allies Are Opened in Washe
those who nad not attended such a
ington.
recently. As one put it, "it was alTne
in
most a revival itself."
general
verdict of the day was "it was good to
CONSCMION
FIGHT OVER
have beed there "

THE PAST

se.-vic-

Baseball Hub
The Mountainair Baseball Club

ait

pleased with the results oí the Box
Supper last Friday night which turneo
out to be a pie supper. A good time is
icporuu uy thuse wno atctnded and tlu
boys are some twenty dollars to ttit
good, toward uniforms and other thing,
needful to play the National Game.

Dent's Committee Rejects President's
Plan Enemy Submarine Reported Near New York Nivelle
Smashes German Lines
Between Reims and

well-arme-

Solssons.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

For America at war the outstanding event of the past week was the
opening of the great allied war councils in Washington. Headed by such
eminent men as British Foreign Minister Balfour and llene Vlvianl, former
premier of France, the commissions
from England and France arrived in
Letter from Scholle
the national capital, were Installed in
fine residences and at once began the
series of conferences with the heads
Scholle, N.M., Miss Delia Thompson, of the American government and of
J. O. Edwards, J. E. Ganet, D. A. Us armed forces.
In order to insure the safety of the
Ba.:a and Mrs. G. M. Cleghorn ma.ie
commissioners, the government quite
a flying trip to Estancia April 13, whe.e properly suppressed all news of their
movements; and it is in no hurry to
Mr. Edwards and Miss Thompson pro
what transpires at the conferences.
tell
cured the necessary credentials ana
It Is snfe to say, however, that (he rewere united to go through life's journ y sults of the meetings will be momenttogether as Mr., and Mrs. Edwards. Th ous.
Congress provided enough sinews of
on the 4 p.m tr n
bridal c. uple
war for the present by passing the
Sunday for El Paso, where the gto m bill for the issuance of $7,000,000,000,
holds a position with the Texas Oil Com of which $3,000,000,000 is to be lent to
the allies. There was not a single oppany. We wish chem a l.'ng and haj p;, posing vote in cither house or senate.
Congress also appropriated $100,000,-00mirried life.
as an emergency war fund to be put
The mines are not doing much at pr - at the disposal of the president.
sent on a rount of Smeltiii' at El Pus
Conscription Still in Doubt.
President Wilson continued throughb.iiig ovei taxed with ore. We expec
out the week his strenuous fight for
howt-v, in get a rate to Puebl in
selective conscription, but arguments
iúf i y.s .in.'.h will eu.ibk' the mm r and threats were alike vain so far as
the house military committee was concu ship to that p int.
cerned. The committee rejected, 13 to
J. E. Garret left oa the 18th, for s 8, the administration provision, and
then adopted nu amendment offered by
hune in Ju:.quin, Texas, fT sev..r.
Chairman Dent providing that tho
m nths visit. If Mr. Garret turne ba.i
prcsident should call for 500,000 volunalone, it will not be his fault as thebi-teers tinder the existing volunteer act,
and should npply conscription only
has caught him
when he "decides that such additional
b.
Our new postoffice, Scholle, will
forces cannot be effectually raised and
established and ready to exchange mai maintained under the call for volunteers." The house agreed to take up
April 26th. We also have a Wells-Farthe army bill on Monday.
Express office at the depot now.
In the senate committee the presiQuite a number of the homesteaders, dent fared better, for the administration bill with the selective conscripwho filed on places near here, are now
tion feature was accepted by a vote of
10 to 7. It is the hope of the admincoming in and settling on their places
istration that the senate will pass this
bill before the house nets.
Impressed by the strength of the opposition to his conscription plan, esCome to the Sox Social
pecially in the ranks of the Democratic party, the president on Thursday
To be given by the Ladies Aid at the Issued an appeal to the public to support his proposition.
school auditorium Friday night, May
Administration leaders protest that
11th. Refreshments served free.
the advocates of the volunteer system
have spread the idea that under the
conscription plan there is no room for
the volunteer system, whereas the
president's plan leaves the way open
Sunday Services
for 500,000 volunteers to serve for the
duration of the war only.
At the beginning of the week PresOn next Sunday, Rev. T. V. Ludlow
ident Wilson Issued n remarkable procp istor of the local M. E. Church, wil
lamation to the nation, calling on all
at the Chapel at 11 a. m. and
the people to give to It, In their rep. m. Sunday school at 10 a. m. and spective capacities, their united, full
service for the successful prosecution
League at 7 p. m.
of the war. Such a cull was doubtless
In the afternoon the paBtor will needed to urouse individuals, but repreach at the Means schoolhouse, eight cent events show thut the Industries
of the country already are completely
miles north of Mountainair.
organized end proceeding to carry quj;
l.-f-

0

t

g
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yet," but the officers of the American
destroyer Smith aver that a torpedo
was fired at their vessel early Tuesday morning 100 miles south of New
York. They are sure the missile came
from a submarine, because they saw
the periscope.
Having been advised by British and
French naval men that the
merchant vessel Is the best weapon
for use against the submarine, the
American government Is pushing with
redoubled vigor its plans for the
building of big fleets of wooden ships.
It is even considering delaying the
construction of five battleships for
this purpose.
In the United States union labor in
general is heartily supporting the government in its war measures. The exceptions are certain scattered groups
of manifestly Germanic tendencies.
The members of these, as well as cer
tain other Americans with perverted
ideas of their duty to mankind, may
profitably study President Wilson's
proclamation, issued Monday, warning
against the commission of treasonable
acts. Giving aid and comfort to the
enemy is treason, and the punishment
for treason may be death. It is a pity
that such a proclamation, should be
necessary.
Recruiting Is Better.
Recruiting for the regular army and
navy during the past week was much
more satisfactory
than heretofore.
From the navy training schools thousands of young men, made fit by intensive training, were sent to the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards to man
the vessels of the fleets.
The University of Illinois' plan for
the enlisting of a great army of agricultural laborers, men and boys outside the years of military service or
otherwise exempt, having been recommended by the council of national defense and approved by the administration, seems likely to solve the problem
of farm labor. This, and the concerted movement to urge the growing of
limit crops have aroused the farmers
and gardeners so that the dangers of
a food shortuge are decreasing. Every help possible Is promised the agriculturists In the way of obtaining seed
and labor.
Prices of foodstuffs still are abnormally high, and there are more than
hints that the government will curb
the avarice of the speculators. Canadian wheat was put on the free list
Monday, and the depressing effect on
the price of May wheat was immediate but not lasting. The grain speculators are being investigated by the
federal authorities.
Great Victory for the French.
The greatest battle of the war to
date, and consequently the greatest in
all history, is that being fought in
While the British
northern France.
were making their tremendous thrust
toward Lens and St. Quentin, the
French were concentrating their artillery fire on the German lines In the
sector. When storms
tempoand German
rarily checked the rush of llaig's men,
Nlvclle's troops took their turn. On
Monday they smashed against the Teutonic front, crushing the enemy defenses for 25 miles, capturing the second and even the third line in places.
Such was the Impetus of the attack
that in one instance, at Brlmont, they
broke clear through. This is the sector where the crown prince commands,
and he hurriedly brought up brigade
after brigade of reserves which made
desperate attempts to win back the
lost ground.
But the wonderful
French field artillery had followed
close behind the Infantry and checked
f
UlS Qerraaa
wti aw.
Kclms-Soisson- s

couQter-flttackf-

d

ÍOZ3 cf Ufe.
On" ÍTresJiy th;
French resumed their drivo a?d puse
t'.ie Germans still farther back on t'
line from Reims to the Champagne
front. All Tuesday night the fighting
was fierce, but the French held their
gains. In those two days
Germans were taken captive and about
10,000 others were killed or wounded.
The prisoners were in a state of collapse from hunger and the effects of
the
Meanwhile the British pushed their
way farther to the north of St. Quentin nnd consolidated the positions they
had won.
What Berlin Says of It
German official reports or. the
French offensive are naive. They admit the success of the attack, but assert tho object of the Germans was,
"even It war material were lost, 'to
spare the lives of our forces and inflict heavy sanguinary losses upon the
enemy, and thus decisively weaken
him. This was achieved."
Again, on Wednesday, General Nivelle hit the German line hard along a
twenty-milstretch from Reims to
and then beat off the crown
prince's furious counter-attackThe
British made more advances near Loos
and iSt. Quentin. So it went day after
day until, before the week ended the
French estimated the number of
prisoners taken by them
alone at more than 20,000. They also
captured many guns and immense
quantities of supplies.
Retirement of the Germans in
is foreshadowed by the report
from Jassy that they have burned the
towns of lilaila and Fokshiini,
The Turks, too, are retiring,
before the steady advance of
General Maude's army northw est from
Bagdad and the Russian forces in Asiu
Minor.
Russia Will Stand Firm.
In what may be called the lield of
diplomatic endeavor, attention must be
called agaiii to German efforts to seduce the new Russia from her allegiances and make u separate peace.
These efforts, started by Socialist leaders, have now taken on a
character, for the German censorship
uud prohibition of egress from 'ho
country have been relaxed and the
government treats the Socialists with
a sudden favor that is decidedly suspicious. The negotiations are being carried on in Sweden, whither some Russian radicals have betaken themselves.
Encouraging reports from Petrograd
say that the dumu is split, the majority favoring sustaining the provisional government in its determination
to prosecute the war to a victorious
end Is very large. Germany's pacific
promises to Russia, and those of Austria, are too showy to deceive any but
the most
and eveu
were they more substantial, the course
of the imperial government has not
been such as to inspire the least confidence in its pledges. Wilhelm may
meau to fulfill his promises of electoral
reform In Prussia, but they give littlo
assurance of measurably promoting
the cuuse of democracy, for which tho
world is fighting. Indeed, the promised reform would leave the autocratic system In the heart of Germany.
The leaders of democratic Russia
must see, as do the leaders of the other allied nations, that though the world
might afford to make peace with tho
German people, it cannot afford to
make peace with the German kaiser.
On Wednesday still better news cuino
from Fetrograd in the form of assurances to the American governrant
that it was no longer conceivable that
under any conditions the provisional
government of Russia would yield to
the overtures of the German and Austrian Socialist agents to negotiate a
Eeparatc peace.
The Austrian cabinet became disrupted during the week. Two of Its
members withdrew. It was reported
that Premier Tisza of Hungary had
resigned.
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him

loose

the

other

pean method of intensive cultivation.
Charlton Bates Strayer, in Leslie's.

three

months.
Tuesday
in Mountainair
afternoon, on h3 way through
this portion of tha county. He
finds that some of our more
recent comers are of the opinion
that they ought to wait with
planting their beans for more
moisture, and are inclined to restrict their acreage unless the
moisture is forthcoming soon.
This is a mistake, considering
the moisture now in the ground.
With as much moisture as there
is at present, the beans, if planted deep enough, will germinate,
Avhich is suilicient for the present. The plants, after once up,
will await more moisture in a
manner that will astonish those
who have never watched the
crop in this climate. The cool
nights will carry the plants
through a long dry spell.
Looking at the matter from
a few acres
another view-poin- t,
more or less for one farmer does
not amount to much, but when
multiplied by the number of
farmers throughout the bean
growing district in the county,
it will mean a number of hun
The cost of
dfcds of acres.
growing am acre of beans, using
the crop of 191T) as a basis, was
about eight dollars. It is as near
certain as anything can bi in
advance that beans will bring
about ten cents per pound to the
farmers next fall. So that a
a hundred pounds
per acre would more than pay
for growing the crop, and such a
yield is indeed small. All beans
grown on an acre above the lirst
hundred pounds will be pure
velvet. Every farmer should
plant every available acre and
then take the best care possible
of them and make them yield as
much more than the lirst hundred pounds possible. But plant
all you can.

AND

COUNSELOR

By

the mortgage period, and made
the farmers of the state wealthy,
contented people, with splendid homes and bank accounts
that wood permit of the pur
chase of automoble and the privilege of furnishing their children
with a college training. Sixty
years, where toil conditions were
right, where climatic conditions
were ideal, and yet we have
some citizens in this State who
ant to atart right in here where
they left ofF in their home state,
perchance Iowa.
It is going to take time and a
lot of hard work to develop the
resources of this State, yet it is
not going to take nearly the
time it took Eastern states to
develop their resources, because
if we are wise in our work we are
going to profit by experience of
agricultural
our neighboring
lessons
states, and the
that they
have learned, while they won't
fit in all cases here, will be valuable to us in the early development of New Mexico. Industrial
club work among the children of
the state is going to do much towards a quick development of
the rescources of this State, be
cause, cooperating with the chil-re- n
is the State College and the
United States government, and
millious of dollars have been
spent by the Government in the
past in experiments by which
you can profit, either directly
by asking for the information,
or through the information furnished your children if they belong to the boys' and girls' industrial clubs.

Estancia, New Mexico

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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BELEN, NEW MEXICO

CHAS. L. BURT

The old Reliable SPRINGFIELD FIRE
always pay
FIRE & MARINE CO.-T- hey

If you think you're outclassed, you are;

Food Conservation

Residence Phone, long, Short, Long Ring

Mountainair, New Mexico

Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man;
But soon or late the man who wins
Is the one who thinks he can.
-- Safety Bulletin

Citizen's Barber Shop
First Class Service
PLENTY OF CLEAN TOWELS
JIM PAYNE, Proprietor

SUPERSTITIONS.

Commercial Hotel
Nice Clean Rooms

Wholesome Meals
Courteous Treatment

Rates Reasonable
Headquarters for Traveling Men

grey, you will go far

away.

Phone

Married in black, you will wish
self back.

578 Day or

Night

418,-42-0

S. 2d St.

your-

FRED

Married in brown, you will live out

LICENSED

CROLLOTT

UNDERTAKER

AND

EMBALMER

of town.
Married in red, you will wish yourself

liMlTnc--

Albaqierqtte,

N. M.

dead.

MOUNTAINAIR

Married in green, 'ashamed to be seen.
Married in yellow, ashamed of your

TRANSFER

fellow.

Married in blue, he will always be
true.
Married in pink, your spirits wilf sink.
Married in white, you have chosen
aright.
Marry Monday for wealth, Tuesday
for health, Wednesday the best day of
all: Thursday for crosses, Friday for
losses, Saturday no luck at all.
A January bride will be a prudent
housekeeper and very good tempered.
February bride will be a humane and
affectionate wife and tender mother.
A March bride will be a frivolous
chatterbox, somewhat given to quarreling.

same
An August bride will be amiable and
specter looms in the horizon of the
practical.
western world. All Europe, in particuA September bride will be discreet,
lar the central powers, has felt the
and much liked.
affable
pinch of an insufficient and unbalanced
From the New York World.
food supply for many months. Because
of our tremendous contributions to the
European nations food reserves in this
News of the Week
country have been brought to danger

More New Millinery Goods
JIave received another shipment of Hats and
nery Goods, now ready for your inspection.

AND LIVERY

Fred Hinton, Prop.
Having purchased the Imboden Barn,
I am again ready to do a general
Transfer and Livery Business. Baggage and freight handled without
delay. Will appreciate a share of
your patronage.

On

Saturday, April 28, and the next three Saturdays.
Ityts one dollar and up, at these sales.

j

Oome and see these goods.

5

Mrs. M. E. Downey
At the East Residence

CALLING CARDS

f

We are prepared to furnish Ladies' Calling Cards

of latest styles and latest styles of type.
our samples before placing your order.

Philip A. Speckmann

NOTARY PUBLIC

iviuuuicuiiaii

1

iiuuug vuiiipau

I

Deeds, Mortgages and Bills
of Sale Properly Drawn
and Acknowledged
At the Independent Office

Mountainair, N. M.

wiiy
Save

t

tions.
The United States has the climate,
the soil and the acreage to feed herself
andEurope,but we are not keeping pace
even with our own growing needs. In
the decade closing in 1910 the cultivatincreased less than 5 per

tions In Germany gave- - rise- - to a mg
strike of Berlin munition workers thnt
siarted on Monday. The government
wos forced to make concessions
to
them. Tolos forced by the Germans
to work in munition plants of War-taalso went on strike.
Norway and Spain Aroused.
Norway is becoming more aud more
indignant over tbo destruction of her
merchant marine by German submarines, and in Hit; last few days the shipping men ami the press, heartened by
America's entrance into the war, liavo
lieen openly advocating the arming of
their vessels. Spain, too, Is exasperoutrages, and King Alated by
fonso on Wednesday told some troops
at a review : "It is necessary that we
shall keep In a constant state of preparation."
Serious news came Thursday from
tíllenos Airen to the effect thnt the
Herman inhabitants of three states In
Brazil had rebelled. They are said to
be well armed and organized. There
are about half n million Germans in
Brazil.
Germany lost one of her "gtroDf"
uien last week when General von
w

All You Can

cent, while urban population increased
nearly 35 per cent, and rural population
only 11 per cent. The tremendous war
prosperity of the last two and a half
years has filled the factories and almost swept the farms clean of labor.
During this period millions of people in
Europe have looked to m to watisfy
their hunger.
The United States may even now
the German governor general of
feed the world if we can get the men Belgium died. The Belgian did not
bvk to tb fwtji & (jJort thp FVjro fo into mourning.
Bi-ln-

g.

Within 90 Days
lot on

President Wilson, realizinp:
the dangers about us, asks you
to save. It is not a scare, it
is a real condition that
s
us, as well as others.
Buy only what you must
have and use evry foot of
ground to produce something
to help feed yourselves and
your neighbors. We can help
you save. Let-udo it.

home-build-

er

the

we will sell every

Mountainair

,

lownsite

to

a

or some one who will build

as an investment.

We will

give liberal

con-front-

terms.

If you mean business, see

s

Abo
Orme Mercantile Co.
Lloyd Orme, Mgr.

See

y

(From first page)

J. Ogden Armour recently telegraphed the National Agricultural society in
session at Washington that unless stej f
were taken to increase and conserve
the food supply the United States
winter would be in as bad a statt
as any of the warring European na-

Milli-

Special Prices on Hats

Married in pearl, you will live in a
whirl.

the

ed acreage

Banking Business entrusted to our keeping
receives the most careful attention

Mrs. R. W. Mainor, Proprietor

A May bride will be handsome, amiaWe are accustomed to reading of ble and likely to be happy.
A June Bride will be handsome and
famine in China or India but it is a difmart
but a trifle quick tempered.
ferent story when
grim

ously low levels.

Safe Deposit

General Practitioner

You've got to think high to raise,
You've got to be sure of yourself before
You ever can win a prize.

Married in

Savings

Commercial

i

Dr. George H. Buer
Physician and Surgeon

Success begins with a fellow's will;
It's all in the state of mind.

WEDDING

MAINTAINED

DEPARTMENTS

Fire Insurance

An April bride will be inconstant but
fairly good looking.

J. II. Toulouse.

Industrial club work as conducted by the State Agricultural College and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, cooperating, is the connecting link between the home and the public
school. Agriculture is becoming
a part of the work of most schools
thees days and club work is putting to practical use what is learn
ed along these lines. In many
instances, teachers volunteer for
local leaders, and where you
find a teacher who is interested
enough to take on this added
work of helping direct home efforts of some of her children,
you will find club work ou a pay
ing basis.
It isn't siways the teacher
the best local leader;
sometimes public spirited citizens volunteer, and the work is
made to pay, but the real leadership in club work should be
conducted by a teacher who is
continued in the services of the
school during the vacation period as leader. Children should
have their summer efforts di
rected as well as those of the
school months,-anthe proper
one to look after this work is
some teacher who knows the
children; knows their personalities and pcoularities and can
their efforts in a successful
way. It seems almost a crime to
direct a child's ' efforts nine
month out oí the year and turn

5

Office flours: 9:30 a. m. te 4:30 p. m.

If you think you are beaten, you are;
By J. H. Toulouse.
If you think you dare not, you don't;
Way back in 1846, Iowa was
win, but think you
admitted into the Union, ana it If you'd like to
can't,
took sixty years of toiling on the
part of her settlers to bring the Its almost a cinch you won't.
lands of the state up to a point If you think you'll lose, you're lost,
For out of the world we find
of production that was beyond

CLUB WORK

i

AT IAW

Thinking

OLD AND NEW WAYS

é

H. AYERS

County Ageut Roland Harwell
was

?

black and white, cotton and silk,

at The McWhirter Building

Entered as Second Class Matter October 13, 1916, at the
e
at Mountainair, N. M. under the Act of March 3,

PLANT DEEP

Hose

Mrs. Corinne Harris

$2.00 per Year, payable in advance

post-offic-

colors.

in all

J5

I

hats.

Inquire at Independent Office

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

I More Grace Hats
IIC IfaiC JUCi lUtCllli ailUbllCI Olllfllldlb VL IMtOC TTCI.2V.IUWI,
This lot includes Children's as well as Ladies' styles,

H. F. Ausmus

I

assortment of Ladies' and Misses' Belted Middies,
Wash Waists and Silk Waists just received. Call and see
them.
A go:U

5

per Samples

Editor ;

P. A. SPECKMANN,

Up-to-d-

Ladies Waists

Company
LLOYD ORME, Manager

THINGS

Of

MüMlONAL
LINES
TIMES SfiMSfllflOL
DIMES
Lesson

INTEREST

FROM OUR NEIGHBORS

5mxswx3wwewro Josser
It will pay you to see our line of millinery before buying

$1.25 to $2.00
off on all trimmed hats. We have
sport and dress hats

(By E. O. SELLER8, Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course In the Mood

A few lines in this column will reach
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
more people than you can see in a (Copyright, 1917. Weitern Ntwpapr Union.)
better at this writing.
Liberty Point
church services here Sun- month. If you have anything to sell,
The y
LESSON FOR MAY 6
day was a suceeas. People began to trade or give away, tell your neighbors
Several planted corn last week.
gather about 9 o'clock, continuing till about it through this column. If you
JESUS THE SERVANT OF ALL.
Weather very windy. It is getting about 11, from the surrounding commu- want to buy, you may find that one of
LESSON TEXT John 13:1-1pretty dry.
nities, till a large congregation was your neighbors wants to sell that very GOLDEN TEXT And whosoever of you
will be the chlcfest, shall be servant of
y present. The house could
not aceono. thing. The cost is small compared to all. Mk. 10:44.
A number from here attended the
Seryicee at Round Top Sunday and date near all. Several from Willard results.
This lesson Is really a continuation
report good meetings, a large crowd were present. Fine Sunday School,
of the latter part of the lesson of last
ger
SALE-SinSewing Ma week, for
FOR
the glory of Jesus Is his unsinging, preaching, and experience
and a nice time.
Mrs. C. J. Amble, at the Drug selfishness whereby he wrought out rechine.
;
used.
lira. M. A. Garrison is very sick at meeting till the whole day was
demption for mankind.
Store.
her daughter's, Mrs. Hodgina, but is
I. Selfishness Amid Holy SurroundDied
respeedy
ings
(vv.
her
for
Hope
The world does not
aome.better.
appreciate
Jesus.
It never haB. "His
ef
Hampton,
April
Harvey
28th,
On
covery.
own,
the Jews, did not appreclute
At
Garage
Beat's
With
that dread diseaae, consumption.
him. We are considering him today
ns he was about to depart from the
his sister, he eame here almost four
Pleasant Yiew
Try
Henry
black
new
Raines,
the
world that hud despised and rejected
time
years ago from Texaa. For seme
5 3- - tf. Mm to one that appreciated him (Heb.
postoffie.
smith,
north
of
the
he appeared to be improving, but at
The development.
Verse 2
Jason Williams came in home from last the disease conquered. Mr. Hamptells of the Sutauic suggestion that
FOR SALE: 35 head of cows and came to the heart of Judas. In was
Albuquerque a few days ago.
it
ton, or Harry aa we all called him, was
yearlings heifers. R. Sellers
personal desire, and, connected with It,
Mr. Leonard from Scholle visited about 22 years old, loved by all who
human conspiracy.
The coming to
with wife and boys again this week.
this upper room has been pointed out
knew him from the least children np.
by a man bearing a pitcher (Mk.
G. M. Waggoner was in this section His sister. Mrs. Hibblcr. came to this
FOR SALE: Tent, 24x24, hack and 14:12-16)- ,
the pitcher being suggestive
Saturday looking after business inter- country with him, leaving a good posi- team of mules. Mrs. Abney, at the of the Holy Spirit which was about to
come in the place of the visible Christ,
tion at her old home. She did all a lov- Kubena residence, south of track.
ests.
and it is In the midst of such sacred
of
recovery
the
do
could
for
"they
ing sister
complaining, saying

Hy

a shipment of

STYLE HAT CO.
L

all-da-

in

RAY DOYLE,

PROP.

at -I. -I. White s, Mountainair, N. M.

St

5.

9.

all-da-

Support The Government
This is a time for every citizen to support the United
States Government, and many are doing so at considerable coat or sacrifice to themselves.
We have joined the Federal Reserve Banking System
established by the Government to give greater financial
stability and strength to the member banks and protection to their depositors.

Texas Gas

You can give your support to this Government enter- prise and also obtain its protection for your money by
becoming our depositor.

).

3t

Several are
feel badly." Too much wind is the prevailing complaint.
J. C. Krieger and wife, and Mrs. W.
W. Manning and children spent Sun-

day at A. G. Parker's.
Dr. Ottoson of Willard, was called to
Bee Mr. Delozier last Thursday, in consultation with Dr. Buer.
Mrs. Minnie Williams has been at
the Lester Williams home the past
week, looking after the young gentleman who made his appearence a week
ago.

Texas Gas

his health. About two years ago, she
married Charles Hibbler, continuing to

care for her brotherr For some little
time Harry realized that his time was
short, and said he was ready to go. The
community mourns with the loved
ones in the loss of such a loving brother, and can truthfully say "Blessed are
the dead that die in the Lord." The
body was sent to Burtrum, Texas, accompanied by the sister and husband at
the request of the father.
-- A Friend.

(Our correspondent sent us a clipping
which she had been asked to give us,

At Beat's

Garage

harness and light
FOR SALE-Sin- gle
Practically
new. See
wagon.
spring
Mrs. Corinne Harris.
WANTED--

get in touch with a

To

rag
Mountainair, N.

Mrs.

carpet-weave- r.

R. Sellers,

M.

1

tp

Texas Gas
At Beat's

Cedar Grove

Garage

hot- d
FOR SALE:-120-of three
been
New
never
water Incubator.
Mr. Brown and II. G. Conner motor- uncrated. T. E. Rodgcrs.
men, probably deserters from the regular army near Mason, Texas. As the ed to Willard on Thursday of last week.
Misses Vina Furman and Mabel Selitem is rather lengthy, and fail to give
names, we omit it as we cannot see how lers are receiving piano instructions
At Beat's Garage
from Miss Corbett of town.
it can be of interest to our readers.
Ed.)
Rufe Sellers and wife and W. G. ConSubscribe for the Independent now.
ner, wife and daughter Refha, were
Albuquerque visitors last week.
Round Top
egg

Iron-cla-

concerning the the capture

Texas Gas

Mrs. Adcock entertained at her home
Saturday evening, quite a number were

(Intended fer last week.)

present, and a most enjoyable evening
was spent.
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Wood visited
Quite a number of our young people
with J. T. Hodgin Sunday.
attended the entertainment at town
Fred Hinton and wife visited with J. Monday night. All report a most enA. Rogers the first of the week.
joyable time.
Mr. and Mrs. Green of Vauhgn visited
We were deeply grieved to hear of
with Mr. and Mrs. Hall last week.
the death of Harvey Hampton which
Farmers are very busy with their occurred last week. The bereaved
farm work. We would be glad to get ones have our warmest sympathy.
some moisture.
Several families from this vicinity
Preaching aervicei last Sunday were attended the basket dinner, and serviconducted by Bro. Dunn of Estancia. ces at Round Top, Sunday, all report a
The services were well attended, and pleasant time in spite of the wind and
we were glad to have the Brother with dust.
Health is very good.

us

W. G. Conner has completed his work
Mr.
Robert on the well for I. C. Bruce. Mr Bruce
J. W. Bert is drilling for
Fane. He is near one hundred feet, we had the misfortune of loosing part o.
ndorstand and has struck some water, the piping in the well which causeu
about a half gallon a minute. He i still several days hard work to get it out

drilling. There are two other well drills again.
near Round Top. Jim Muntgomeiy is
drilling and Mr. Crabtree has a weh
Obituary
drill set up on his place. Hope they will
Louisa Jane Cantrell departed this
all be successful as the water problem life at her home Tuesday, May 1, 1917.
has been a great draw back to the farDeceased was born in Arkansas in

mers here.
Our schools

1844, and

S.
S.
S.
S.

for Hatching

C. White Minorcas
C. Black Minorcas

C. Barred Plymouth Rock
C. Rhode Island Reds
Silver Spangle Hamburgs

15 EGGS $1.50
Dr. G. H. Buer

Mountainair, New Mexico

N. M. Sheet Metal Works
TINNING and PLUMBING
Wp make anything in Sheet
Metal
Tanks, Well Casing,

VentilaUr Flues, Gutter, Etc.
All
Call or write for prices.
work guaranteed. Eleven years
experience in the valley in this

line
F. G.

HcCabe, Proprietor

Willard, N. M.

has resided in New Mexico

at Round Top closed last with her sister for a number of years.

Saturday with a nice program in the
evening. It was Mrs. Sandusky's intention to have an exhibition but aa the
funds were shoit, the school had to
cloaeat the end of the seventh month,
and she did not have time to prepare
the program. Our school was very successful, We want to express our grati-t- o
our teacher. She was loved by her
pupils and friends.
The weather is dry and windy.
Some of our people planted corn
week.

last

John Wood, wife and daughter

are

en the sick list.
We have had some of the windiest
days that we have ever experienced.
Mr. Burt finished awell for Mr. Fane
last week, getting plenty of water at
95 feet here near R und Top.
Mra. Vf. D. Garrison haa been very
aiek fer several daya at her daughter,

Mn. HHajriBf.

Eggs

Ht fti

ay

the

i

Her loving disposition and kin deeds
have made her friends many. At the
age of 16 years she gave her life to
Christ and was a most devoted Christian.
She was ever ready to lend a helping
hand to those who needed it, although
she had been in poor health for some
time, her condition was not thought
serious until a few hours before her
death, when it became apparent to the
watchers at her bed side, that the end
was drawing near, all that kind and
loving hands could do was of no avail,
that supreme moment had come when
our Heavenly Father must call home
one who will be sadly missed from
among us.
She leaves to muum her sad depart
ure, a number of relatives, who have
our deepest sympathy in their bereave
ment.
Funeral services were conducted
Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock, by
Brother Hamlett and remains gently
Mi to rest ii Cedar Grove Cemetary,

surroundings as this that Satan enters
the hearts of students. This la a suggestion ns to the power of environment.
Environment is an aid, but it does not
produce effective safety. No moment
Is too holy for Satanic suggestion.
Jesus knew that the hour was come
when he was to depart out of the
world. "Having loved his own, he
loved them to the end." Even though
the Futher had given all things into
his hands, still it was necessary for
him to teach the disciples once more,
and finally, the lesson of humility. He
knew and remembered the strife
among the disciples (Luke 22:24-28Doctor Bonard's famous dream, analyzing zeal as being made up of ambition, pride and elements other than
the love of God Is worthy of consideration In this connection. We need
to realize the dnngcr of selfishness
even In our service for God. Have we
examined our motives? If the consequences of our superiority, either of
rank or ability, tempts us to shirk the
lowliest of services, it Is time for
God's children to recall this scene, and
remember that "the servant is not
greater than his Lord." Peter's strong
protest (v. 8) brinzs out the fact that
the washing by Christ of the disciples
foot
was
deeper
than
merely
the outward
application
of water (See Rom. 8:9).
II. Service, the Evidence of Divine
Humility (vv.
(1) This service
was tender. Jesus hnd all things (v.
3), yet he became the servant of nil.
(2) It was for all. All needed a washing. All the disciples needed to lenrn,
and nil servants must learn, to obey.
(3) It signified sanctlflcatlon. We are
saved once for all, but we are constantly being stained by our contact
with sin In the world ; hence the need
of renewed cleansing. New light reveals new need of cleansing.
(4) It
signified deity. Jesus read the thoughts
of his disciples. He became their servant that In years to come they might
know the meaning of service. He became their example, and In years to
come they remembered his knowledge
and service. (6) It was for "his own."
The disciples did not know what It
wns he hnd done to them. Little do
we understand oftentimes what It Is
the Lord has done to us. Jesus set
them an example whereby he would
remove the dirt of crime,
and every manifestation of selfishness
from their
souls. We may
call Jesus Lord and Mnster. and it Is
well that we do so, for Muster and
Lord he Is indeed, but, If we call him
so, let us not do aught than make him
In our lives what we call him with our
lips. . The idea here emphasized has
given rise to much religious literature.
"The Imitation of Christ" by Thomas
a'Kempls, is the most popular book In
the world next to the Bible.
"Verily, verily, I say unto you" (v.
10). This Introduction shows how Important Christ considered his teaching
at this point. "The servant Is not
greater thnn his Lord" (Sec Matt. 10:
24; Luke 0:10;
If the Lord
bent to this lowly service, certainly
they, the servants, shonld not think it
beneath thern to do likewise, nor
nhouM the one that Is sent (an apostle) consider himself greater than he
that sent him. John, who wrote this
epistle, wns one of the apostles guilty
of mi unholy itrife for power and position, and desirous of bringing fire
down upon those who did not acknowledge and follow Jesus, but he became
a marvel of love and tenderness.
Knowing and doing are the twin pillars of the Christian faith upon which
the house of happiness is built. Such
service is not egotistical.
It Is this Ihnt has proved the superiority of Christianity over all the
of the world.
If we seek to do service for others,
then we have the right to chII Jesus
Master and Lord, but if we seek honor
rather thnn to be humbly useful, we
shall have no right to call him thus.
This Instance made a deep Impression upon Feter, ns can be seen from
the striking Illusion in his first epistle

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

j

Albuquerqua, New Mcx.

j

I ASSETS: Over Five Million Dollars

Fly Time is Coming

).

our duty to preparo you for the coming
eventi. We don't want jou to be uncomfortable
when Fly Time Comes. Mack has noticed several flies already this spring they'll be here in
droves in a few weeks! Be prepara J before they
arrive have the screen doors and windows in
place before the germ breeding pests swarm
through your home. We have the rust proof
double selvage galvanized screen wire in widths
from 22 to 48 inches. In fact the largest variety
of fly screen in the Estancia Valley. We also
carry screen doors and King fly killing swatters
the good kind.

It's

12-15- ).

self-seekin-

twwl vtxcít dativo

LWHAFFMFRESSca

Methodist Episcopal Church
Mountainair Circuit
Thos. V. Ludlow, Pastor
Pieaching services the 1st, 2d and 3d
Sundays at 11 a. m. and each Sunday
night at 8:00 o'clock at Mountainair.
At Lucy, the 4th Sunday morning ef
each month. At the Means schoolhouse,
(Mt. Calvary) the 1st and 3d Sunday
aitareoeis of each moath.

Piñón Hardware & Furniture Co.
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Torranca County Cabbage Patch

22-27- ).
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Personal and Joca
G. W. Thomas has leased his farm
Plasterers are busy putting on the
finish on the Burt Garage south of town to L. W. Mitchell and enbuilding.
listed as one of Uncle Sam's boys to
fight the Germans."
Thomas Elmore Lucey came in
County agent Harwell was over from
to give his entertainment on Mon- iay night.
Estancia Monday morning on business
with the recruting Officer her, in conThe Home Guard3 are requested to nection with the enlisting of several
Tieet at the school house on Satnrday young men from Torreón.
evening, May 5, at 8 o'clock. Matters
of importance are to be attended to.
R. L. Shaw was in town last Friday
morning from his home north, but did
B. F. Autrey of Hereford, Texas.has not appear his usual self. Inquiry
purchased the A. J. Shelton homestead brought forth the reply that a young
iorthwest of Mountainair, the deal be lady had made her appearance at his
ing closed last Friday. Consideration home the night before, adding "she's a
fHOO. R. L. Shaw made the sale.
girl and can't go to war, But then
she's the 13th, so of course, it's
Just before going to press we learn
f the death of Mr. Delozier at his
farm home northeast of town last night.
Thomas Elmore Lucey played to a
Mr. Delozier has been quite ill for some full house here on Monday evening, ont
ime. Interment will be in the Mount laugh following another. His reproduc3alvary cemetery, with services at the tion of various characters proved him a
lome this afternoon.
e
artist of the first water.
The audience was well pleased with tht
The funeral of the
entertainment, and likewise with the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williams
fact that over thirty dollars is availadle
was held at the cemeteryTuesday after
as a result for the purchase of books
noon. The Williams family has located
for the library.
about fifteen miles south of Scholle,
having arrived only a few months since.
County Superintendent Burt return
The little one took the whooping cough, ed Thursday of last week, from a trip
which developed into pneumonia.
to Carrizozo, where he went to confer

TIME IS MONEY

pebble-das-

Yet some people go a long way from home to

do their banking business when a good, safe
bank is right in their own community. We
will gladly accept your business upon as favorable terms as you are able to get at any
other bank. Come in and see us.

Strength and Service

Mountainair State Bank
J. B. Ilerndon, President
Jas. II. Rhoades,
0.

Vice-Preside-

K.

f

Selected eas and
Coffees

nt

Bigelow, Cashier

2s

h

For your own
daily use or for

cial occasions when
you entertain, you want
the very best of Coffee
and Tea for the
least money.

Our Coffees are all high
quality finest flavor, best
selected beans, all evenly
roasted.
No matter what
price you wish to pay,
we can please you.

And our stock of Teas
is made up of the choicest varieties of leaf any-

quick-chang-

thing you want both as to
flavor and price. Try us.

with Judge Medler, in regard to the
members of the county schoolboard.
The new school law provides a county
board with the superintendent as chair
man, which will have general oversight
and have come to make their home here of the schools of the county. On hi
They have been stopping with Mrs. return Mr.
Burt visited a number of
Nordemeyer, while awaiting
their the schools in the eastern part of the
household goods. Mrs. Lindsey has been
county
a sufferer from asthma, but is much
improved since coming here.

Í

L. C. Lindsey and wife arrived the
last of last of last week from Ada,
Oklahoma. They bought the John Land
place, a mile south of town last winter,

Just Received
A car .load of the celebrated

"Red Seal" Flour

Having been burned I know how fire
feels. Therefore I am impressed with
the duty of warning the farmers to be
very careful about planting. Moisture
is now scarce and becoming scarcer
rapidly, and seeds must be planted in
moist soil to germinate. Follow up that
planted and scratch into the seeds See
to it that they are bedded snugly in
from two and a half to four inches of
good moist soil.
There is plenty of moisture in the
soil yet, but the lack of proper tools
makes it necessary to be careful. Don't
stir ground in planting more than is
absolutely necessary.
This country can easily lose half or
more of its opportunity for the largest
crop it has ever had just now and with
the extra pressing need for increased
crops on account of war, I hope to
cause you farmers to be careful. Don't
fail to sprout those beans! If you do,
you will certainly lose, Again, BE
CAREFUL.
Yours with interest,

High Patent once tried,
always used. It can't be beat. The price of flour is
steadily advancing. Better lay in a supply now.

Mountainair Lumber Company

General Merchandise
Mountainair, N. M.

Mountainair Produce Company
the

Old Mercantile Company

Stand )

Wholesale and Retail Flour and Feed

1
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S
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$
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I. F.

Stincr, Props.

Don't Fool Yourself
Into buying inferior Groceries and then think you
will save money. You will find the Best are the
Cheapest in the end, and Poor Foods arc not Pure
Foods." we sell only the best Ture Foods and will not

Mountainair Trading Co.
We

handle Gasoline and Oils

2

1

Just Received a Car Load of Snow
White Flour
THE WHITE LOAF BRAND
Í
I
ft advancing
as me market
is steaany
ai Willi y pay yuu w giyuur
suppjyoi cms superior
grade flour now

Seed Corn Native Grown
ill Run Bran
Corn

Preaching Services
2d Sunday at 11 a. m. Round
top, 3d Sunday, 11 a. m. Mesa School
house, 4th Sunday, 11 a. m.
W. D. Garrison, Pastor,

Liberty,

Notice for Publication

We also have a line of the best groceries

Department of the Interior
U S. Land Office

at Santa Fe,

N.

arnrl

M.

April 26, 1917,

obtainable
us show vnu our
notions wf have darks Merrerized
and Corticelli Crochet Cotton

at hetipr nrirps.

I

p

j

y

hasta las 4 para recibir U
capitación.
Por órien del cuerpo.
de la

L

A

copy.

be-for-

handle other kinds.

5

are mailing with this issue of the In
dependent, and can supply copies tc
those desiring to mail them to friends
or prospective settlers at five cents the

Notice is hereby given that Jose
Lopez, of Mountainair, N. M
Angel
who, on March 16 1914, made additional
Homestead Entry, No. 020693, for nw i
nw J, Section 28, Township 3 n., Range
6e., New Mexico Principal Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to
J. A. Cooper.
the land above described, before N.Han 5
Ion, U. S. Commissioner, at Mountain
Singing Convention
air, New Mexico, on the 20th day oi
June 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A singing Convention will be held at
Candelario Trujillo, Ramon Trujillo,
the Mesa Schoolhouse
on Saturday
Juan
Serna, Tiofilo Valdez, all of Moun
night and Sunday, May 12th and 13th.
tainair, New Mexico.
On Sunday there will be an
Francisco Delgado, Register
meeting, with dinner on the grounds.
Everybody is invited, especially the
music lovers. Come and help us have
Notice for Publication
'
a good meeting.
Department of the Interior,
G. C Fulfer, Secretary.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
April 26, 1917
Pay Poll Tax and Avoid Suit
Notice is hereby given that Oren E
Bennett, as an heir of David Bennett
Poll Tax is now due and payable to of Mountainair, New Mexico, who, on
5
the clerk of the schoolboard.
The August 21st, 1912, made Homestead
clerk will be at the office of the Abo Entry, No. 016950, forsj, nwJSec. 22
Land Company from 1 to 4 o'clock Township 4 n., Rango 6e., N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Saturdays.
to make three-yea- r
Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
Aviso de Capitación
N. Hanlon, U. S. Commissioner,
at Mountainair, New Mexico, on the
La capitación de un peso es debida 20th day of June 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
ahora y debe ser pagada al secretario
Hiram Hollon, Leon Mitchell, James
del cuerpo de directores de escuelas .
P
La Sra. Hanlon, secretaria de distrito N. Hollon, Byron R. Voss, all of MounNúm. 13, estará en la oficina de la tainair, N. M.
compañía "Abo Land Co." los sábados
Francisco Delgado, Register.
all-da-

We pay Cash for Cord Wood, Cedar Posts,
Corn, Wheat, Oats, Rye, Piñones and Beans
J. A. Beal and
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This promises to bo another good crop season, and
you will want good tools with which to make your
crop. Moüne Farm Implements are the best. They
have stood the test. Come in an 1 se them. We
have a full line ready for your inspection.

OUR BLACKSMITH SHOP

Is ready to take care of any and all Repair Work.
Get your tools in shape now and avoid disappoint-

I

ment and delay later.

CLEÜ SHAFFER
MOUNTAINAIR,

NEW MEXICO

Service That Suits You
The service of this bank has been planned for the requirements of
this locality: Our management is composed of men who are experienced
in transacting business under prevailing local conditions. During the
ten years that this bank has been in business, all conditions have been
met at one time or another and we have taken good care of our depositors. The benefit of our experience and resources is at the command of
depositors and friends of the bank.
TRANSACTS

AN

EXCLUSIVELY

BANKING

BUSINESS

Checking and Interest Bearing Accounts are Cordially Invited
We are the oldest Bank in Torrance County

The Torrance County Savings Bank
WILLARD, N. M.
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Forty Acre Bean field on P. T. Meadows' farm, Twelve miles north of Mountainair

RiOUNTA NAIR IS THE VERY HEART

Of

THE BEAN GROWING COUNTRY

v

roads. The work of construction on
this road ia now under way, but the
natural road bed for most of the year
affords the motorist little if any trouble. Tho Gran Quivira road starts

ty

Statement of Fads concerning the Country by
John W. Corbett

from Santa Fe on the north passing
through the delightful foothill country
by the interesting prehistoric ruins at
T8jique and Cuarai, and the mysterious
old apple trees at Manzano.and near the
old Indian pueblo of Chilili to Mountainair, then via the greatest of all the
silent mysteries the ruins of La Gran
Quivira, to a connection with the
and El Paso roads at Carrizozo.

ginniiig to fall plow and there ia no
question as to the many advantages of
the idea. This is a comparatively new
countiy and presenta, like all new
countries, problems of its own which
must be met and overcome, and our
farmers are gradually learning how.

Ros-we- ll

Water

History

Watet in abundance and for the most
The townsite of Mountainair was lo- part, of good quality, is developed at
cated in 1901 but no effort was made to depths varying from flowing springs to
start the town until after the completion wells four hundred feet deep. On the
of the railroad in 1905. The depression Gran Quivira mesa to the south it is
of 107 followed by a series of dry
years pioduced the re?ult usual to new
countries and many of the people left
and took with them dismal tales of
frontier lite prevailing here at that
time. In every instance, I think it safe
to say, the farmers who remained have
made good and many of those who went
out hunting a green spot under u cloud,
have returned wiser at least tor tne
experience. The lounders of the town,
vision of better livwith a
ing sonditions and in spite of the jeers
f competnora and suggektions intend- ....
j
i i
i
a1m..10 iDe i
Inenu"' uuueu ai
the beginning that the saloon wat evil
and without excuse, and so headed off
a lot ot trouble by prohibiting saloons
first
an1 kindred evil by deed-t- he
town in all the Great bouthweut Country to make the experiment. Of coarse
it immediately became the target f r
all tne forces of evil and the fight was
long and fierce, with the final result in
favor of right living and with the
foresighted wisdom of its founders
vindicated. The class of people now
constituting its eitizenship would not
have been attracted under any other
conditions. With the gradual return to
normal conditions, the Mountainair
country is again coming into its own
with every indication of slow but steady
development.

d
deeper, the wells being irom five
to eight hundred leet deep. The
mountains are filled with perpetual
spring of sparkling, pure, cold water
and there ate many running streams
fed by them, but on account of the
alluvial character of the soil, the
streams soon disappear and very few of
tnem get tar beyond the corrugated
Very little has been done tofoothills.
ward conserving the vast amount of
water now going to waste, but the
government througn the State Engineer's Office and with the the
of the County Agricultural Agent
is now measuring the flow of the principal mountain streams for the purpose of securing reliable data upon
which to base intelligent conversation
plans. Wellá at the town ot Mountain
air are three hundred leet deep, and
the water is good. The depth to water
decreases rapidly either way from the
summit.
hun-die-

far-seei-

--

Location

lux-rio-

Many, Many Years

for

dry-farmi-

Mountainair is located at the summit
of Abo Pass on the New Belen Cutoff
f the A. T. & S. F. railroad, on the
east slope of the Manzano Mountains,
near the geographical center of the
State. It is in the timber scrub cedar
and piñón affording splendid shade and
and shelter and an abundance of fence
posts and fuel at nominal effort and
costt Higher up towcrd the mountains
the pine, spruce, juniper and various
other varieties of trees grow in
abundance, making the foothill
country almost a paradise for Nature
Lovers and those seeking the cool, dry
higher places on account of health. It
is about twelve miles from the mountains, but only a few miles from running mountain water. It is in a sheltered, well drained location where sanitation is and always will be easy.
It is at the intersection of the Abo
and Gran Quivira Automobile Highways, destined to be two of the main
arteries of overland travel through the
State. The Abo road starts from a
connection with the Ocean to Ocean
road at Belen, oh the Rio Grande and
follows the line of the Santa Fe railroad to a connection with the Oil Belt
route and an intersection of the Meridian road at Wellington, Kansas. It
Is conceded to be the line of least resistance and the best for all the year
of the transcontinental
travel cf

own buildings.

More Advantages and Fewer Drawbacks are Found Here than in Many More Widely
Advertised Districts. Natives have Farmed without Total Crop Failure

"The trouble about advertising the
Mountainair country is to make people
believe the truth."
I met Mr. Koehler on the street in
Los Angeles the other day and after we
had talked about Mountainair a while,
he made the above declaration.
He told the truth.
He is a practical man with large experience in both dry farming in California and under irrigation in Arizona.
And he made another rather startling
statement. He said "Any of that red
sandyloam soil around Mountainair, located anywhere in California, just so
it was over the line, would sell readily
for at least $100.90 per acre. It is
worth as much or more where it is than
the same character of soil would be
anywhere in the California
belt. But California is well advertised
and New Mexico ia rather otherwise."
With land producing in actual cash
from $15.00 to $90.00 per acre every
year and selling at prices ranging from
$10.00 to $25.00 per acre, in one of the
most favorable climates on the Globe,
with every natural resource convenient,
railroads, schools and churches already
built, a situation is presented which is
hard to explain and vir. Koehler diagnosed the case correctly. But it is a
situation that cannot last and a very material change is notable within the last
year.
In spite of possible adverse seasons
yet to come, land values will never be
as low again as now, due in part to the
Federal Farm Loan Act, but more on
account of the comparative intrinaic
value of the land itself, based on what
it is producing and has produced

j

J

.

ClimaU
There is no earthly Paradise, for
every climate has some objectionable
features. The climate here, however,
is as nearly ideal as can be found in
the whole mountain country. The altitude is 6,547 feet above sea level,
which affords a delightfully invigorating rarefied air at all seasons of the
year, especially in the summer months,
and tue southern attitude tempers the
cold of winter so that it can be said
truth lully that it ia never hot in the
shade oi cold in the sunshine. The
tecoid of extreme heat ana cold is
above and tweive üelow zero,
Lie remembered that theie
miuuiu
but.ii
is ul lebst thirty degrees difference in
tne elfvct of temperature on animai
life between this altitude and sea level.
Ihe tuiriual precipitation is close to
twenty inches, about
of which
is snowfall, and the rainy season is in
July, August and September. Spring
rains are not unusual but uncertain.
Frost is expected from about the last
of September to the 20tH of May, bat
the nights are always cool and the

Soli
The soil is the celebrated red sand
loam, conceded to be none better. It
productive,
is not only wonderfully
handled,
when properly
but is the easi-

nine-ty-ei- nt

It is a
natural drouth resistant and wilt also
absorb an immense amount of moisture
without injury to vegetation. By reason of the lact that nature puts on
what we for want of a better name
call a "frost much" in the spring, cultivated land must be stirred or the top
mulch will blow in the spring. It has
been demonstrated that fall plowing
practically eliminates this feature and
in addition stores winter moistaie and
kills insect pest?. Our farmers are be--

est soil there is to cultivate.

one-thir-

4

1

d

ground does not begin to get warm un- til about the middle of May, which
makes later planting advisable. A
change to this climate will benefit those
suffering from almost any disease, unless the heart action ia unduly affected
by the altitude. Those suffering from
throat and lung troubles, including hay
fever, find the relief vainly sought in a
humid environment. Here the sick,
with a reasonable degree of care in
their manner of living, get will. But
here, as elsewhere, the outdoor life is
essential to best results and outdoor
lite here is a constant delight.

Products
About the same products are grown
here as in southern Kansas and northern Oklahoma, wheat, oats, beans and
all vine and root crops producing well.
Spring wheat is more satisfactory as a
rule than tail or winter wheat on account of lack of moisture in May and
June. Fruit of all kinds, especially
the apple, seems well adapted to this
climate. There are a few old orchard
near the mountains, usually poorly selected and seldom properly carea for
and yet in spite of these adverse
conditions, they produce most excel-en- t
fruit and usually in abundance,
ihe tew young orchards planted and
cared for intelligently that have come
into bearing, have demonstrated beyond quetttion that this will become a
truit producing section. The altitude
is especially favorable to the production of the apple, but all the fruits do
well and there seems to oe no more
danger trorh late ireezes here than in
lower places. But the Mexican Bean
In fact
i the great money crop here.
as
grow
of
indigenif
kmus
beans
ait
ous to the soil. The Mexican Pinto
produces as high as 1900 pounds to the
acre under favorable conditions and
has sold as high as $9.15 per hundred
pounds. Sweet potatoes aie in the experimental stage, but the towly spud
na produced heie some phenomenal
yielus, but as it is a plant that must
nave muistute at a certain atage, of Us
ivwiu, us culture without irrigation
ia nut auvocated to a commercial
Ihe native
people have lived and 1 armed here
saice 1816 and have nevei had an absolute crop failure. Their yielus are
aeldum large but they ...always make
good. This is a statement that could
be made of but few places, even in the
.

de-git- e.

Spanish-apeakin-

rain-belt-
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'
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MarkoU
The local market so far hus consumed

Tho Chautauqua
Mountainair supports the only regularly equipped Chautauqua Assembly
between Winfield, Kansas, and tho
Pacific Cost. The Association owns a
all the fruit and vegetables produced
commodious and comfortably seated
and will insofar as fruit i concerned
tabernacle, seating 6 0 people, in a
for sometime to come. A ready, in
beauty park, situated about
natural
fact, an eager market, readily absorbs
mile from the business part of
all kinds of grain and produce usually
town.
the
It haa held nine regular
at good price b. Located on the best
and although it has
summer
sessions
built and best equipped railroad in the
west puts it in touch with all the prin- passed the experimental stage and is
now a permanent institution, with a
cipal markets, and buyers are compelled
wide patronage and influence.
to pay the highest price by reason of state
W. C T. U. organization
the competition this affords. On account The State
permanent headquarters at
has
erected
of the location, it is favored in the
matter of rates on some commodities, Chautauqua Park, where it holds its
annual convention during the Chautaa-qu- a
especially on beans and potatoes.
meetings in a commodious building
Industries
of Us own. The Chautauqua idea has
Mountainair has a bank with a paid-u- p attracted a splendid class of citizens,
capital of $25,000.00 and surplus of who are making this an ideal
location
of 15,000.00, a live newspaper, rive gen- in which to build homes and rear
eral merchandise stores, one hardware families. The moral and intellectual
and furniture store, one hardware and
environment is unexcelled. In the
implement store, one drug store, one higher and better things of life, the
grain and feed store, two lumber things really worth while, the communyards, two hotels, two restaurants, two ity is rich beyond compare.
garages, one livery stable, one grist
Of Historic Interest
mill and bean cleaner, one barber shop,
In all the great mysterious southtwe blacksmith chops, one shoe and west, where untold civilizations have
harness repair shop, one clothes cleaner lived their day and in
passing have left
and presser, painter and papcrhanger, only land marks and
specimens ot their
three milliners (two of whom carry handiwork to tell the story of
their
notions as well.) The town is connect- achievement,
there is no community
ed with local and long distance tele
from which radiate so many places te
phone (which is just planning a new
interest the student and the scientists
commodious central office). .A plan- all in
caBy distance and eajily reached
ing mill is making arrangements for by automobile over
splendid natural
construction work during the summer. roads. Among the more interesting
Mountainair ia tributary to a numuer ot places are the ruins of La Gran Quivira
sawmills in the mountains to the north, twenty-twmiles, Montezuma twenty
and is the loading and snipping point miles, Pueblo Pardo twenty-fou- r
miles,
tor practically all the timoer wauntry Pueolo bianco thirty miles, Abu ten
of the Manzano Mountains. The de miles, Cuarai eoven
miles, lajiqae
mand for all kinds of labor is pet man-e- eighteen miles and Chilili thirty miles.
and wages are good. There is no
At all these places are the ruins, most
enforced idleness and poverty is practi- of them of stone, of
walled cities, with
A vaat amount of
cally unknown.
terraced houses, supporting large numcedar and pifión cord wood is shipped bers oi
inhabitants about whom nothfrom Mountainair to Belen and Albu- ing is known prior to the Spanish inquerque, carload after carload being
vasion in the early part of the sevenloaded at the local railroad station.
teenth century. 'Ihe site of Cuarai
g
is an important tactor,
now belongs to the Museum of New
especially in the rougher mountainous Mexico
and the work ot systematic
country, where the native giamma development, in
connection with the
grass flourishes.
Mountainair Chautauqua, begun. It ia
Schools and Churches
the purpose to develop the entire city
Mountainair has a modern,
and to restore the old church building
aehoolhouse, built of bond stone, with erected under the supervision ot the
pebble-dashnish, costing $15,u00.00 Franciscan Monks about 1&&, to its
and in its construction the district got torroer dimensions and to preserve it
full value for the money expended. It tor ail time. The north hall of the excontains tour class rooms and a large tensive ruins ot La Gran Quivira, the
auditorium on the mam floor, witn the correct name ot which is Tabira, also
same amount of floor space arranged belongs to the Museum ot New Mexico.
for gymnasium, manual arte, domestic Tho government has established a Nascience and other departments in the tional Monument on 160 acres covering
basement. Four teachers are employ- the south part of the ruins and a local
ed with arrangements tor a fifth for custodian has been appointed. The
the coming term. All the grades
work of development and preservation
including a High School course. will be carried on jointly by tho govThis school ranks among the best in the ernment and the Museum. Under overstate. The enrollment is near 2u0. hanging cliffs, near the ruins of Abe,
The Baptist, Methodist Episcopal and directly on the Abo Highway are countCatholic Churches have local organiza- less prehistoric Indian paintings, among
tions, the first two occupying theit
(Continued on last page)
one-ha-
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PAYNE
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240 acres, 6 miles of Mountainair;
inexhaustible amount of shallow water;
good improvements; 1 60 a. in cultivation;
Price $30 per acre.

7 miles of Mountainair;
good well; well improved. Price $1600
if sold at once.

160 Acres,

Real Estate - Live Stock
Have lived here for 9 years; my knowledge of the country
as to depth to water, etc., will help you

few Good Cattle Ranches at reasonable prices. Write me what you
want. I can get it for you.

Have some Real Bargains in Deeded Lands

Other Deeded Farms for $1000 and
up, according to improvements.

A

Relinquishments from $500 to $1500
ALL KINDS OF CATTLE FOR SALE

Some good

320-acr-

e

Mountainair, New Mexico
are found Domestic Science Sewing
and Cooking rooms for the girls, while
to the north are the Boys'. Workshop,
Manual Training room, Boiler and Coal
roomie,
base!
bell with
A
of has been placed in the tower; ita musical tones are heard far beyond the
town limits.
The 'structure is heated by steam,
which in connection with a complete
80x96 feet, the building to be of native ventilating system, assures the health
stone and brick, with stucco finish.
of the children while in attendance at
On entering the vestibule, one passes school.
directly into the auditorium, a room
The structure, complete and furnish38x66 feet, well lighted and ventilated. ed, embodies an outlay of about
The ceiling of this, as well as of all
and every penny of that shows to
class rooms, is of steel in pleasing de- have been used to good advantage.
signs, painted in ivory white. At the
The board of pducation has erected
rear of the room is a large stage with monument in Mountainair, which will
dressing rooms on either side. This au- tand to their honor, long after they
ditorium Í3 for the use of the school as hall have passed away. Their fidelity
an assembly room, as well as for com- to the trust has been remarkable. Each
munity meetings of the public general- member has always stood ready to give
ly. Opera Chairs have been secured unstintedly of his time, experience and
for the seating of the auditorium.
business qualifications to the work. It
To the north of the vestibule is the
is often said that the schoolboard should
superintendent's office, used also as a
be composed of parents of children acmeeting place for the Board of Directually in school. While this may be true
tors. Cloak rooms occupy a similar
as a rule, here we have a board really

OUR SCHOOLS, OUR PRIDE

680-poun-

32-in-

d

Mountainair Public Schools Equal those
Much Older Communities
Education has not been forgotten in
the rush to secure homes in the new
country surrounding Mountainair.Away
back in May in 1906 a school district
was created by the County Superintenresident, upon petition of forty-fou- r
dents of Mountainair, and the direc
tors arranged for the first term of
school here. Parents and pupila have
taken a lively interest in the school-wor- k
ever since. Later, in 1907 a building was erected, 30x60 feet, which
e
served as hurch building and
for several years. C. L. Burt,
the present county superintendent
taught the first school in the new building. A year ago the patrons of the
district voted bonds and began the
erection of an
school build- school-hous-

te

$15,-00-
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to take up land ia the brakes where
there is some timber and water. We
will want a place we can use for gracing and have a valley farm." Our reply is: "Yon are just about ten years
too late. Such land can be bought but
noae opén for filing now."
While there are a few small tracts
till to be found open for filing, all
choice land has been taken, and those
wanting hemesteads will have to look
elsewhere. Bat considering the crops

grown on the land, a farm in the vicinity of Mountainair is cheaper in the
long run than filing on less desirable
land in other sections. A quarter section purchased in the fall of 1915 and
rented for
of the crop, paid
the purchaser in rental his total investment and ten per cent, additional all
from the first year's crop. In other
words the one crop was 440 per cent, of
the purchase price of the land. This
farm is within a few miles of Moun
one-four-

th

tainair, the names being withheld for
obvious reasons.
There is room here for large numbers
but
of homeseeker? and
not on government land that day is
past and gone. The man whe wants to
get a home at a small investment and
reap the benefit of his investment and
labor, finds a warm welcome in the
vicinity of Mountainair. If you are a
live one, come; we have no noom for
home-maker- s,

dead ones.

0,

.
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Opportunity Knocks But Once
and Then Passes On
Last winter not less than thirty families tried to rent
kouies in Mountainair, so as to send their children to our school,
but could not do so, as the houses were not to be had. The demand the coming winter will be as great if not greater. Neat
eottages of three and four rooms will rent well during the whole
of the year, and bnig good returns on the investment. There
is no a vacant house here and none that will be vacaut for use
duriug the school term.
Can you not hear opportunity knocking in this prop uition?
It will pay you to investigate and get busy.
Farms in the vicinity of Mountainair are now selling for
less money than they will ever sell for again. If you want to
get a home where your investment will increase, and where you
tan make a veritable home among people who have high ideals
and regard for the better things in life, come to Mountainair
now. We can help you in getting what you want. Write us.

THE ABO LAND COMPANY
fl:-OP:ODO:-

Owners of Mountainair Townsite

tet7

l

Mouataiaair,

New M exico.

Public School Building, Mountainair
ing. The structure, now completed and space to the south.
Both to the north und south of the
in use, stands as a monument to our
people who have provided for their auditorium are two class rooms, each
children the best possible educational of the four being 25x28 feet in size,
giving ample room for all pupils any
advantages.

it does, an elevated one teacher should have under his conposition at the upper end of what is trol. In all class rooms the windows
Occupying,

as

known on the plat of the townsite as
Broadway avenue, the principal business street of the town, the stracture
in admired not only by our own people,
but by hosts of visitors.
Early in the past summer plans and
specifications furnished by E. II. Nor-li- s
of Albuquerque, were adopted by
the local Board of Education, calling
for a one story and basement builJing,
the main portion being 39x80 feet with
wings on both north and south, each
28x51, making the extreme dimensions

are so arranged in connection with the
seating that the light is to the left of
the pupils. The rooms are furnished
with
teachers' desks and
individual desks and seats for the pute

pils.
In the basement is found a commodi-ou- s
Play room, where the children may
find recreation on stormy days, when

outdoor sports are impracticable. At
the rear of this Play room are located
the toilet rooms, each completely furnished. To the south of the Play room
,

The People's Bank
We are making an earnest eft'ort to accomodate
everyone. Our aim is to be in every respect the people'
bank a bank in which small depositors, as well ai the
larpe depositors, maj feel at home aud take a personal
interest in our success. Can we not be of some service
to you? Come in arid let us talk it ovtr.

interested

in the work, no member of
which has a single child in the school.
The board is composed of W. R. Orme,
chairman, Mrs. G. V. Hanlon, secretary
and M. B. Fuller.
The local board has also under its
control the school at Pleasant View,
six miles northeast of town, where
Mrs. W.N.Walpole is in charge of the
school.
The teaching force is composed of
J. L. G. Swinney, supertendent, in
charge of the high school work and
Manual Training; Mrs. J. E. Veal, 6th,
7th and 8th grades, and Domestic Sci
ence; Mrs. Ruth C. McNeese, Srd, 4th
and 5th grades, vocal music and read
ing; Miss Alice Hoyland, 1st and 2d
grades and pianist The total enroll
ment at present is 194
That the Mountainair Public Schools
are appreciated by not only our ewn
people, but our neighbors as well, is
shown by the fact that the actual enrollment the past term has been 14
per cent, greater than the enumeration
of children of school age within the
district. This is due to the fact that a
large number have entered the schools
who live beyond the boundaries of the
district. No amount of argument could
speak more convincingly of the high
grade maintained by our schools.

NO MORE FREE LAND

Mountainair State Bank
J. B. HernJ on, President
Jas. H. Rnoade, Vice-Pre- s,
C. E. Bigelow, Cashier

L.

FOR HOMESTEADING
With almost every mall come inquirías about government land in the vicinity-of
Mountainair. Jest as we are
writing this comes a request for such
information, which in view of the circumstances is ludicrous. It reads:
"Tbert ere about tep of us who wa.nt

Staple and fancy
GROCERIES
Never in the history of our country has
the price of Farm Products been so high. All
indications are that they will continue so for
another year at least. Every farmer should
raise every pound of grain, hay and vegetable
that his land will produce. It will be cash in
his pocket to do so. And while you are
growing that big crop of Frijoles, you will
need some groceries. Get them of

W. O. ORME
Staple and Fancy Groceries

Fresli Vegetables in Season
Mountainair, New Mexico
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THE

UTO BEAN

H. B. Hening, of the State Publicity Bureau,

Although it is just beginning to become popular abroad, the New Mexico
pinto bean has been a favorite at home
for many years. It is a regular part of
the menu in the average New Mexico
home.
Its popularity at home and

contains not only receipts, bat general
information about the growing of the
New Mexico pinto bean, as well as information about the state. The "cook
book" as it is known at home, has run
through several editions and its popularity is growing, as evidenced by a
continued daily demand for copies from
all parts of the United States. The
e
New Mexican Publicity Bureau at
gladly will sendthe"eook book"to
anyone interested, because, like New
Mexico pinto beans and New Mexico
climate, New Mexico cookery is worth
knowing all about.

abroad, and the rapid increasing demand, caused Robert P. Ervien, New
Mexico commissioner of state lands, to
issue a New Mexieo cook book, the
leading feature of which is a section
giving more than thirty ways of cookFrom "The Earth"
ing New Mexico pinto beans. The book,
New Mexico's 191G crop of beans
It has betn demonstrated beyond a which was printed for free distribution,
proved an important item in the state's doubt, however, that the New Mexico
wealth production. Sheep growers be- pinto bean, which constitute! 90 per cent
of the 1916 crop in the state, is the
coming wealthy with
wool, cattle growers who have never surest unirrigated crop which New
taken farming in New Mexico seriously Mexico has at its command, and the
before, tillers of irrigated land with their acreage devoted to it is certain to inhigh priced crops, all have paused to crease with every year. The New Mextake their hats oil' to the farmers on ico pinto bean is a distinct New Mexiunirrigated land who emerged from co production and should not be con
Herewith we give figures showing what several
their bean fields, at the end of 1916, fused with the many varieties of "Mex
of
our farmers have done in growing beans during the
with net profits averaging around $50 ican pinto" bean. These latter come
past year. The figures show the acreage planted, the
an acre. There was a heavy yield ol in various colors from white and black
total yield and the yield per acre.
beans from a larger acreage than ever to dark blue and red and only are to be
26
Ira Collins
21,500.... 811
had been planted before.
The prices distinguished by experts through their
680
250
170,000....
J. A. Cooper
mottlings. The New Mexpaid to the growers were the highest
1,300
100
H.
J.
Cumiford,
130,000....
on record, having ranged from five ico pinto bean is a light cream color,
G.
80
W.
Dunn
82,400.... 1,030
cents a pound in the early season to mottled in dark tan. The little tan
1,075
37,600.
35
:;;v
P.Fitzgerald,
eight cents and as high as eight and spots are evenly distributed in the light
50
W.O.Harrison,
45,000.... 900
f
cents at the close of the year. cream background. It is not to be con
140
F. Q. Imboden, .'.
140,000.... 1,000
Sales of beans reported up to Jan- fused with any other bean after one
40
Lizar,
..
39,000.... 975
uary 1, from all parts of the state, has become familiar with it. After hayL. A. Morris,
32
21,000.... '656
total COO cars, of an average of 40,000 ing tasted it, the flavor will always
65
Pippin,
W.
46,000.... 716
J.
It has been produced
pounds to the car, or 21,000,000 pounds. create demand.
Clay
27
Kobbins
25,100.... 930
These were sold at an average price of by the people of New Mexico through
840
R. L. Shaw,
42,000. . .
.
50
six and
cents, according to the unnumbered years of involuntary selecO Sharpless
37 . . . . . . 38,000.... 1,000
E.
best informed growers and buyers, ora tion, not from any scientific or marketTom Springs,
30
29,000.... 966
total of $1, 560,000. Scattered and un- ing values, but because the bean is
920
50 . f. . . . 46,000. . . .
Donald . Stewart
reported crops, beans sold in local finely flavored, mealy and very nutriU.
900
E.
140
Brown,
136,390....
markets for home consumption, and tious, because it cooks evenly and beRay Brown,
26
30,240.... 1,180
beans being held by growers for the cause, in addition to being a heavy and
693
27,720....
T.F.Mullen
higher prices certain to come in the late reliable yielder, it is highly drouth reGeorge Moore,
28
21,525.... 768
winter, will bring the state's total bean sistant and does not shatter at cutting.
R. A. Marble,
50
30,135.... 602
crop up to a conservative total mini- It has taken its place now as the rival
NickHolIiday
60
64,050.... 1,067
of the whiteViavy bean, both in food
mum value of $2,000,000.
Lewis Ficklin,
30
31,815.... 1,060
In New Mexico bean growing is not value, market ability and price. Bean
Meadows
40
W.
F.
30,100.... 752
confined to any particular section, but is buyers are no longer satisfied to specify
F. T. Meadows
40
60,270.
1.500
They
found in greater or less extent in every merely "Mexican pinto" beans.
Holiday and Maxey
15
1,900
28,500.
county in the state. Beans grow favor- demad the New Mexico pinto bean.and,
L. Chastain,
28
929
J.
26,000....
When irri- as a result, the 1916 crop in New Mexiably under all conditions.
Sam J. Isenhart,
23
25,000. . . . 1086
gated, the production is phenomenal. co was 90 percent the native New MexR.
33
1080
Sellers,
35,660....
particularly those ico production, and the seed selection
Certain varieties,
35
Welker
Ike
34,100.... 994
which have been developed in the state for 1917 is being made with greatest
70
E. Ingrahrm
49,000.... 700
through years of seed selection, are care.
80
56,000. .. . 700
E.C.Telford
Foreign demand, short crops in other
the most drouth resistant, and most
satisfactory crop for farming without states, and the elimination of the beat
1730A
30,700
1,599,105
irrigation. This is especially the case crop in Old Mexico, all contributed to
On 1730 acres, 1,599,105 pounds of beans were
at altitudes of from 5,000 to 8,000 feet the high price paid for beans in New
Mexico
year,
grown
last
main
but
the
an average of 924.3 pounds per acre. At 6
of
inches
or
fourteen
factor
where rainfall
cents per pound this is a gross return of $60.08 per
better can be relied upon. As a rule in making the price was the new deacre.
irrigated land is regarded as too valu- mand for the New Mexico pinto bean
from
eastern dealers who have learned
able and too highly productive of higher
priced crops to be given over to beans. its salability, desirability and high food
irrigation farmers, value. The days when New Mexico's
A few
to
who anticipated the high prices of the bean crop sold for two and
1916 season, planted beans last year three cents are gone forever. The past
and reaped enormous profits. But the year's top price may not be reached
Tv
New Mexico pinto bean has been taken again for several years, but six cents,
than
cents,
three
is much more
over as the particular crop of the New rather
and the results likely to be the future average price
Mexico
obtained without irrigation have been per pound paid the New Mexico bean
grower. A considerable portion of the
highly satisfactory.
Torrance County, embracing the Es- 1916 bean crop moved to Texas points.
tancia Valley, has led the state in bean Some of it went to Colorado, but the
production in 1916 with a total yield in bulk of the crop was marketed through
the neighborhood of 10,000,000 pounds, Kansas City, whence it was distributed
9.
to central and eastern markets.
which brought the growers around
Proper cultivation, and an annual
Colfax County, in spite of an unof fourteen inches or more, will
rainfall
usually dry growing season, came next
with about 4,000,000 pounds, worth produce a profitable bean crop anySan Miguel County produced where in New Mexico. The best results
$260,000.
1,600,003 pounds from about4, 000 acres, appear to come in altitudes varying
worth to the growers $105,000. Mora from 4,500 to 5,500 feet. The cultivaCounty from 3,500 acres produced about j tion of the crop is neither complicated
1,400,000 pounds, worth $95,000. These nor expensive. Careful seed selection
figures are not final. They are, however, and soil preparation are essential.
Ruin of Mission of Cuaral, naar Mountainair
close estimates, gathered on the ground. Given these, and the normal rainfall,
Union County, with a very dry growing which generally comes in the growing
season, produced a fair bean crop by season when it is most needed, and a
Loam, sandy
replanting. So did Guadalupe County. good crop is assured.
and
clay
clay
sandy
loam,
are the soils,
Luna County irrigation farmert pumped
the water for a large acreage planted in the experts say are best adapted to
pink beans, and realized a handsome beans. The sandy clay found in nearly
profit. In fact every county in the state all dry farming districts in New Mexicontributed its portion to the biggest co is most favored. The Estancia Valcrop of beans, and the most profitable, ley, in Torrance County, presents typically favorable conditions and the rethat New Mexico ever has produced.
Because of the general success of the sults there, in 1916, illustrate fairly
crop, and the unusually high prices paid, what may be expected in similar altithe acreage planted to beans next year tudes throughout the state.
Agricultural experts and farmers
is certain to be materially increased.
We carry a full line of staple goods and
Many New Mexico farmers are extend- agree that the average cost of producan
tion
of
acre
of
properly
tended beans
sell as close ai market conditions will per
ing their land holdings with the profits
mit. Our stock of lumber includes both
from the 1916 bean crop and are plan- is from $12 to $14, depending upon local
conditions.
Taking
higher
the
cost
native and Ariaona dimension and finishing
ning to extend their acreage next sealumber, flooring, ceiling, siding, windows,
dis- figure, the average profit to Estancia
son. In some of the
Valley
on
farmers,
bean
their
crops
in
doors, lath, etc.
tricts this has had the effect of advanc1916,
was
$50
an
acre.
ing land prices to some extent, although
A total of 220 cars of beans were
the farmers generally realize that the
shipped
out of the Estancia Valley in
past year's prices were, to an extent,
Lloyd Orme, Manager
due to abnormal conditions, and are 1916, averaging 40,000 pounds to the
They
car.
were
shipped
from
Willard,
moving cautiously in extending their
Mountainair and Estancia.
(Derations.

Praises Torrance County as a Bean
Growing Dislrid
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Advertisement

by McWhirterl

Do you love Miss Greenback? most, people do
because "she's money." Money is certainly a mighty
nice thing to have and the easy way to make it is in the
frijole ( bean ) country around Mountainair in Hfic heart
of the well country where the extra energy . spurs a person on to greater wealth and to greater age in years of
activity. Not only is Mountainair blessed with the money
making virgin soil, invigorating air and the refreshing
n
odor and beauty of the
Piñón trees but also
the Piñón Hardware and Furniture Company backed by
McWhiter service of years of active experience in hardware, furniture, stoves cutlery, kitchen utensils,' china-warsaddlery goods, paints, oils and glass.
ever-gree-
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Located in Mountainair, the home of the improved
food for Uncle Sam's Army The Pinto Beans.
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Mountainair Garage
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fORD AND CHEVROLETS PARTS
GASOLINE AND OILS

REPAIRS AND ACCESSORIES

At the Burt Garage
Mountainair, N. M.
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MERCANTILE CO

General Merchandise

Lumber and Building Material

(

ORME MERCANTILE CO.
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Don't Give You Dirt

I

Sell It To You

have been selling the earth, or parts of it at least,
for some time and if I have a dissatisfied buyer or seller
with whom I have been connected, I do not know it. I try-ttreat my clients, just as I would want them to treat me,
if our position were reversed.
If your are interested in securing land in the vicinity
of Mountainair I can help you. I have a large number of
farms and ranches listed for salo. Here are a few samples:
1

160 a. 3 miles north of Mountainair, 50 a. in cultivation; some
improvements: now rented. Price $10 per acre.
m. n. of Mountainair; 70 a. in cultivation.
Quarter section 8
Fine improvements; now rented. Price $10 per a.
160 a. in shallow water belt, 9 miles n. of Mountainair, two sides
fenced. Land adjoining grew 38,000 pounds of beans on 37 a. last year.
About 50 a. has been in cultivation. Price $10 per a.
2 quarter sections, joining the above described land.
Each has
fair houses; one has barn. Now rented. One has 90 a., the other 125 in
cultivation. Price $10 per a.
Half section. 9 m. ne of Mountainair: fair imnrnvimenti. inex- haustiblc supply of water: 60 to 60 a. in cultivation. Price $1600.
Quarter section, 2 2 m. of Mountainair, 30 a. has been in cultivation. No other improvements. Price $750.
Qnarter section 9, m. w. of Mountainair; about 40 a. in cultivation."
Plenty of water; some timber; now rented. Good improvements. Price
1--

2

1--

$1600.

These are only a few of the number I have listed.
write me, or ceme and see for yourself.

If interested,

H L S HAW
The Farmer Real Estate Agent
Mountainair, New Mex.

á
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Last year we planted 255 acres in
beans and 20 acres in corn and raised
175,000 pounds of beans, which if I had
sold on the highest market, seven and
a half cents, wouldhave brought me approximately $13,000.00,but sorry to say
did actually bring me less and the dif-

fARMING

YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN DRY
By J. A. Cooper
crop was made by the family without
hired help, and my family consists of
wife, son fourteen years old, daughter
0 years old, and of course I help some.

The followinf is inresponie to our request to Mr. J. A. Cocjxr that hi give as
eme of his experience in farming in
the vicinity of Mountainair, written
while he was visiting his boyhood home

last January:
Knoxville, Tenn., Jan. 30, 1917.
Dear Mr. Speckminn:
I believe I promised to write some of
my experience since I have been farming in New Mexice.
Tonight I am at the Watango Hotel
in Knoxville, where I mist wait until
7:80 a. m. tomorrow for a train east,
where I will see many more of my old
friends and the playground ef my child
heed. I have spent ten days in Ken- tacky and Virg inia, where I have er- jeyed the hospitality of my many
friends and relatives and drank in the
beautiful scenes ef the old hills adorned
with trees and brooks. It is exhilerat-ing- ,
but not as our good Mountainair,
which only is HOME to me now.
Seven years and ten months ago I
came to Mountainair, N. M. and took
a claim. 1 went to work on this place
immediately with the intention of mak
ing it my home.
My labor power was practically all
the capital I possessed. The country
was then a sheep range infested with
rattlesnakes, coyotes and cactus, and
also wooded with scrub
fortunately
cedar and piñón. But to a person from
the cast it possessed most all the qualities of the Great Sahara. Bat there
was a good turf and the trees were
growii g enough to convince me that
there was enough precipitation annually to produce at least more vegetation
than the sheep allowed to grow.
So I went to work to try out and I
must confess that I didn't have as
mach faith as hope, and ne expectation
whatever. I was fourteen miles from
water and had only a light pony team,
but with it I hauled our water and
plowed about fifteen acres and with
a hand planter I planted about ten acres
corn and plowed in an acre of Irish
and cane and other truck anu
asKeng the other, a small patch of what
we now know as Pinto bsans.
I pitched tent April 1st, 1909 and it
didn't rain till July 4th, and there hao
been no precipitation since March 15th,
so you may guess it looked real dry to
a
But some of my corn
and beans sprouted, also a few potatoes
and other things and it was a mysterj
to me why it didn't die, but it didn't,
and held a good color and grew some,
and when the July rains came it was
wonder how it hopped up, and the other seeds that had not germinated also
came up and thrived.
In the meantime ray neighbors (about
forty families) had all become discouraged, frightened, or "busted," ana
gone except oe family and one olu
bachelor. And I must add also that 1
teo become discouraged aid "busted''
and the latter condition is perhaps tht
reason I didn't go too. But I didn't gv
and when I saw hew fast my corn am.
beans grew from the effects of a showei
I decided to stay indefinitely and tht
vacation I had during the drouth that
May and June is the only one I havi
had nntil now. I have been a very bnsj

got a good stand and raised a fairly
good crop. But the next proposition
was to harvest that large acreage of
'
beans. I didn't know there was such a
thing as a bean harvester at that time.
I tried pulling them by hand, chopping with hoes, then plowing them off
with a turn plow and finally upon a
neighbor's suggestion took the
off the plow and that worked
pretty well until it rained and the
ground was too wet; then I fell to pulling
by hand and finally got them in the
shock. Then I thought I could see my
I bought a small huller
first
and threshed 30,000 pounds. I could
have sold at threshing time for three
cents a pound, but the gambling instinct
led me to hold for more and I held till
next spring and sold most of the crop
for two and a half cents per pound.
And that was charged up to Experience

About all I got out of the 1909 crop was
a little corn fodder and experience, and
there was only one way to declare divi
dends and that was in experience. So
at the end of the year my gain was the
fact that I had decided that beans and
corn would mature under reasonable
tillage with even no more moisture than
we had in 1909. So I kept my ponies
busy hauling water and plowing for
next crop, and in 1910 1 planted 40 acres
corn, 5 acres potatoes, 10 acres Pinto
Beans, some maize, cane, Colorado
stock peas and other things including
garden.
This year we had very good snow in
the winter an .i a light rain in April and
no more rain until July 9th, then very
little more till in August. On the land too.
By this time, I had decided that beans
that had been cultivated in 1909, which
mould-boar-

pay-da-

y.

."

fc

man.
And looking back now I can see ver
plainly what I was missing that veo
year. If I had known then as muci.
how to manage that soil and couiv.
have had it in proper tillage I couiu
hare made as good that year as I huvt

ever since, notwithstanding the continued drouth from March 15th, to Jul,
4th. For instascc coiopara that with
the past season, 1916, ia which we hat.
no precipitation from May 1st to Juij
17th at my farm.
That year, 1909, everybody left tht
country and swore by all the gods thai
"it couldn't be done," and last year,
1916, a small number of farmers as
compared with those who first settlea
here, marketed erops yielding as much
as $150.00 per acre and totaling for the
county something near $300,000.
But, returning to my subject, "My
experience," In 19W I made only a
small amount of corn and fodder and a
few Mexican Beans and in 1916 I made
over $10,000 worth of Beans alone, and
flWW

iiit!f

mi tM

Heart

the Bean Country

of

yoL3

FO

ference I suppose I must also charge
to Experience.
Summing the whole matter up, I must
iay that I am not at all sorry of the experience, and that such experience leads
me to think it at least possible to make
a living at the socalled Dry Farming at
Mountainair.
While our principal, crop is beans, we
can raise any forage crop and wheat
and rye and oats and the native grass
is the richest of grass for summer pasture making it ideal for stock farming,
either horses or cattle.
Hoping that these lines will encourage some weary farmer, I am sincerely
8
yours,
(Signed) J. A. COOPER.

Mountainair,

corns to Mountainair
Bring your Car to

When
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REPASS? WORK GUARANTEED
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normal man is strong, and the satisfac- the state has increased year by year
tion experienced in helping to build for several years. As the people have
where there was nothing, h mor thr.n learned better cultural methods the
During
the en;rii:,;it; g lux- yield hns likevi.;e increased
compensation
uries denied. IL-n- is found all the es- the past fall and winter there have
sentials to man's comfort and well being. been shipped from Mountainair ninety
0
The luxuries will come as demanded. carloads of Pinto beans averaging
j

(From 1st page)

40,-00-

pounds to the var, or a total of
enough to ttke this
which is an almost perfect Sun God, Only those brave
pounds
At the average price
the exwhich has been adopted as the insignia view of life should undertake
The development of any of seven cents per4pound, this brought
of the Abo Highway Association. At periment.
as the farmers $252,000,00. This refers
Manzano, the seat of the first perman- new country, even one so favored
only to the shipments from Mountainent white settlement on the east slope this, is a man size job, and onlv those
to stick, to air alone. Adding the beans shipped
of the Manzano Mountains, is located a endowed with a disposition
from other points in the Estancia Valgroup of old apple trees, found growing "hang and rattle," should undertake
ley, the total will be not far from 200
there by the first white people to vent-tur- e it. But to thoáe with the necessary de
cars, or 8,COO,000 pounds, bringing the
to this side of the mountains in termination to stay with it, the reward
farmers over a half million dollars.
1806. Without any care, and in fact in is sure and ample.
The yield per acre has been from

P;-tato- es

"new-comer-
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spite of abuse, these trees continue to
BEANSTaVE
live and they have never been known PINTO
to fail to bear fruit. This is considered
STOOD THE TEST
pretty good evidence that this is the
natural home of the apple. A reproduction of the picture of one of these
Experience has proven that a crop of
trees has been adopted as the seal of Pinto Beans can be grown, when there
the American Apple Congress, and the is insufficient moisture to mature algavel of that organization is made most any other kind of crop. The soil
from the wood of another one.
in the vicinity of MounUiii.dr stems to
In Conclusion
be peculiai ly suited to the growing of
The above is an attempt in brief to this legume, and with the average rain
answer some of the most important fall and snow fa.l lie.e, good crops are
questions directed by those who are assured. When first rovvn in this vicinlooking for a new and better location ity, the Pinto be;;n w..: unknown in the
in this Land of Opportunity and Soft eastern maikct, and the p. ice dropped
Sunshine.
In the consideration of a to almost nothing.
But after nte
change to a new locality, it should be ued, the flavor ol the Pinto
w b
remembered that nature is a preat dis- create its own market, and thi has
tributor and never puts all its good proven true whenever tried
During
things in one place. Beyond question che past years, tiic Pint; Lean market
we excel in many of the desirablp has
th:ougl.ut 'he easicrn
things and potentially, at least, in many states, until ihe em nd far o.eeuls
more, but this is as yet a new and un the production. As.' re.-u-it
ihe puce
developed country, with many of the has soared, being at present above
things civilization has taught man to nine cents per pound to the viewer at
consider necessities yet to come. But Mountainair.
the call to the pioneer instinct in the
The acreage planted in this part of

.Ijw

i

Log HouseOriginal Ranch Home of Mr, Cooper. Also his present Ranch Home.
Mr. Cooper also owns a comfortable residence in Mountainair, with well, wind
mill and tank, and water piped throughout the house.
.
I
i.
was in corn, i maae aDout iwemy and corn would grow, and also some
jushels per acre and it all made gotd people were having more or less success,
fodder, but by not planting beans deep with wheat, and being discouraged with
A

X

anough only a few sprouted when
planted and therefore only those matured. The potatoes failed. So this
year, as before, my profits were ex
perience.
By this time I had noticed that there
was sufficient water gathered in sum
mer rains to fill tanks and I had dug a
5 barrel cistern which filled with sur- face water in August and saved my
ponies from hauling any but drinking
water, which was a great help. Also
oy this time I had persuaded a fellow
to accept my note for a team of mules,
.loping to make the money to pay him
sometime. This gave me more power
and by 1311 1 had added 80 acres to my
flowed land. So I drew on the experience of the past two years and decided
U divide the risk practically between
jeans and corn. At this time my stock
it farm tools consisted of one single
turn plow and
lisk plow, ope
planter, 1 hand
jne
gaiden harplanter, and one
row. With this outfit I plowed and
planted 80 acres in Pinto beans and 50
acres in corn, some cane, maize, etc.
h

one-ro-

w

th

in 1911.

harvesting,

and marketing,

In an.ith.M--

olumn

we give

atablo

showing the acreage, total yield and
averace yield per acre of beans irro v.
by a number of our farmers during the
past .season. These are not merely the
choice, but are given as they have
been handed
to show what the average yield has been.
Some of the bean stories read almost
like hctiAN. Fai example, Jeka H.
Cumiford h;;d ten acres from which ho
threshed 17,0 JO pounds of beans. Some
oí mese Leans ne soiu ciuiing tne past
month at nine cents per pound in Mountainair, bringing him a return of one
hundred fi.ty th.ee dolLrs per acre.
With land bringing such returns, there
is but one result certain the advance
in price of the land. It cannot be
otherwise. The part of wisdom is to
secure a tract of land before the ad- vanee comes and reap the benefit.
u--

i

etc. ol

beans, I decided to try wheat the next
ijear. In the meantime I had built a
barn and house and more cisterns.

There was plenty of grass, but I was
in deep water section and could not
pay for a well yet, therefore could not
keep stock.

Published Every Thursday

So in 1912 I sowed

all my land to
wheat and rye and came out in debt
for cash, but had lots of Experience
I could have made good with beans or
corn

At

Ü91IÍ1

that year.

So in 1913 I

went back to beans and
corn again, but that is the only year I
have seen in New Mexico that I couldn't

"The Heart of the Been Growing Country"

have raised a fairly good crop of beans.
There was very little winter moisture,

The medium which will keep you posted on
what is doing in this portion of Torrance County. A
weekly record of what is going on in the Famous Been
District surrounding Mountainair.

ana no rain irom the 9th of April till
uiu zeth ot August. Still I mude about
iw Ousnels oi coin und 7.0UÜ pounds of
oeans, and coulü have made much more
under proper tillage.
and teams.

I needed

tools
é

This two years of practical failure
put nie on the bum proper, but by then
I concluded that the country was a sue
cess and

that I was the the failure.

Subscription Price

by summoning

threshed 80,000 pounds of
beans and made enough corn to do us
two years. This crop made $3000.00,
and put me straight with my creditors.

ly well and

In 1915 we planted 245 acres in beans
and 20 acres in corn, and threshed 98,
000 pounds of beans, which brought me

about

$6)600.00.

$200

per Year

To reach the buying public of Mountainair and
vicinity, place your ad in th i independent---th- e
home
paper. An ad in our columns will bring results. Try
it. Rates on Application.

So

my last bit of nerve and
This year there was plenty of rain
ana running my face lor supplies and
and my crops did fairly well, consideroif my creditors, I someway
standing
ing my crude tools and limited experimanaged to plant 160 acres in beans
ence. I had what I considered a fine
and 60 acres in corn in 1914. And with
field of beans and my corn would have
good had not been planted too a desperate effort, we cultivated it fair

it
been
the yield down, still
cut
That
thick.
I had plenty to feed my teamá and
more fodder than I needed. Before I
planted this rrop I had decided that
beans would mature if I could only get
them planted in moist ground in May,
provided there was the regular Jujy
Augwt rain? So l rood a hit and

about 600 pounds to 1900 pounds per
acre. The average yield is not far
from a thousand pounds per acre, which
at six and a half cents per pound means
a gross income of $65.00 per acre. The
cost of growing is from twelve to fourteen dollars c acre, leaving a net return of a little better than fifty dollars
for eacU acre of beans.
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